


Police were called to Dronfield Henry 
Fanshawe School at 8:15am on Wednesday 

16Th November 2022. 



They were led through the school to the F 
block science department and in to F1…



In there, they discovered a body…



It has been identified by colleagues as a 
member of the science department…



The forensic team were called in to collect 
evidence at the scene of the crime, but they 
need the expert team at DHFS SCIENCE 
CLUB to piece together all of the pieces of 
the puzzle, to solve the mystery of….



WHO KILLED MR BAXTER?



Detectives have started to interview 
suspects based on who was in the building 
at the time. 



The suspects are….

Mr Webster 

Dr Jones
Mrs JonesMr Alcock

Mrs Cant
Miss 
Skinner

Mr Yallop

Mr 
Welch

Miss Gowers

Mr VarleyMr Hawkins



The suspects 



Are you prepared to take on the 
case??? 



EVIDENCE 1: Hair analysis  



Hair not belonging to the victim were found on his 
clothing.  
You need to compare the hair samples from suspects 
with the sample found on the victim, using the 
microscope slides provided.  

EVIDENCE 1: Hair analysis  

Q: Which hair sample does it most closely resemble? 



EVIDENCE 1: Hair analysis  
What difficulties are there with this method? 

Could these tests be done in situ in a crime scene? 

Where else would these tests be conducted?

If you were the Detective and you found hair, what details would you 
notice first? How do microscopes enhance the details?



The suspects 



The suspects 

Mrs Jones
Mr Hawkins Miss Skinner

Dr Jones



EVIDENCE 2: Fibre analysis  



Fibres which were not from the victim’s clothes were found at the 
scene.  

You have a sample of fibres found at the crime scene. 

Describe what you see for each fibre slide. 

EVIDENCE 2: Fibre analysis  



EVIDENCE 2: Fibre analysis  
The fibre which was 
found in the highest 
quantity at the crime 
scene was this one. 

Which sample does this 
look most like?



The suspects 

Mrs Jones
Mr Hawkins Miss Skinner

Dr Jones



EVIDENCE 3: Blood splat analysis   



The way the blood ‘falls’ gives us information about how far it has dropped and can 
help tell us about the crime.  

Use the pipette to drop ‘blood’ from a range of heights

Measure and record the diameter of each blood splat.  

Now use the diameter of the splats from the crime scene and your results to work 
out the height from which the blood dropped. 

EVIDENCE 3: Blood splat analysis  



EVIDENCE 3: Blood splat analysis  
Height/cm Diameter of splat 

(cm)

25

50

75

100

150

200



The suspects 

Mrs Jones
Mr Hawkins Miss Skinner

Dr Jones



After your day of analysis, are you any closer to 
solving the murder?

Who do you think DUNNIT?

Why?
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Dr Jones
Mrs JonesMr Alcock
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Last week, the experts at DHFS Science Club 
did hair analysis and blood splat analysis to 
rule out suspects, leaving only 4….  



The suspects 

Mrs Jones
Mr Hawkins Miss Skinner

Dr Jones



Are you ready to catch the 
killer???? 

Week 2 of DHFS CSI 



EVIDENCE 4: Shoe prints    



The length of someone’s footprint is about 15% of their height. 

Measure the footprint at the crime scene then use this to work out 
the suspect’s height.  

1. Measure the length of the footprint found at the crime scene
2. length of footprint/15 = answer 1
3.  answer 1 x 100 = murderers height in cm

Whilst you’re waiting: measure your footprint
and calculate the height you should be. Then 
measure your actual height. 
Is this accurate?



The suspects 

Mrs Jones
Mr Hawkins Miss Skinner

Dr Jones

157cm
161cm

160cm

162cm



EVIDENCE 5: Chromatography    



At the crime scene the 
detectives discovered 

several notes.  



The detectives recovered a pen from our 
suspects. 

Use chromatography to obtain a pattern 
for each pen and then compare that with 
the analysis of the notes found at the 
crime scene.



How to do chromatography

1. Take the piece of chromatography paper and rule a line in 
PENCIL 1cm from the end edge of the paper.

2. Put a dot from each pen along the line – spacing them equally 
and labelling in PENCIL.

3. Put water into the beaker to the depth of 1cm and place the 
paper in the beaker with the dots nearest to the bottom of the 
beaker.

4. Allow the water to travel up the paper, but remove the paper 
from the beaker before the water reaches the top of the paper.

5. Allow to dry and compare with the evidence.



The suspects 

Mrs Jones
Mr Hawkins Miss Skinner

Dr Jones



After your day of analysis, are you any closer to 
solving the murder?

Who do you think DUNNIT?

Why?
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